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Parasailing is very popular in India. It is a kiting activity and sports lovers like this adventure. In India, almost all adventure lovers want to enjoy this energetic, fascinating experience. Parasailing or parakiting especially molds you into a human kite that provides splendid lofty Indian views like beaches, hills, rolling, and primitive towns. You can feel like a bird with parasailing and enjoy the blue waters of the ocean.
Mostly you can get experience of this adventure in all seasons, except monsoon. There are four kinds of parasailing such as beach, winch boat, land and beach platform parasailing.
Winch Parasailing: You can get this parakiting in beaches and lakes. Under this winch parasailing, the parachute is picked up through the boat.
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Beach: Under this beach parasailing, it also parachute is pick up through the boat, and the beach is the central part which helps to land and taking off.
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Platform Parasailing: It is available only for a single person, and platform parasailing cannot be performed with high winds.
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Land Parasailing: This parasailing is done by car or truck because the parachute pulled by a heavy vehicle.
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Famous Destinations for parasailing in India:
	Goa: 
Goa is a trendy destination for parasailing in India because of the beach. October to June is the best time for parasailing.

	Maharashtra: 
From October to May is a favorable time to go parasailing. Pune is a place where you can get parasailing activity.

	Himachal Pradesh: 
March to October is the right time for parasailing, you can find there very professional parasailers in India.

	Kerala: 
In October to March is the favorable time to go for parasailing, your experience is incomplete without Kerala parasailing.

	Uttarakhand: 
May to November time is perfect for parasailing, you can enjoy the real India view in Uttarakhand.

	Karnataka: 
You can get the parasailing experience in Karnataka as well, with just Rs.1,500-2,000.

	Shillong: 
This is the capital of Meghalaya; it is one of the best places for parasailing in northeast India. You can enjoy upto 700 meters paragliders within just Rs 2,000.

	Sikkim:
 Sikkim is progressively growing in paragliding destinations in India. It is one of the best places for Paragliding, and adventure junkies visited here regularly from overworlds.

	Gujarat: 
In Gujarat, Pavagadh hill is located where you can enjoy upto 700 meters paragliders within just Rs 1,300.

	Jammu: 
Patnitop is located in Jammu; this place is trendy for paragliding. This is one of the perfect areas for paragliding under Rs. 1,600.

	Rajasthan:
 Now, you can get experience for parasailing in Rajasthan in a sandy field under Rs.2,300.


If you want to spend your vacation with family or friends then getting a tour package is the right choice. By visiting new places you can create memorable moments in your life. Nowadays the tour packages have become more popular among people who like to visit places. Arranging a vacation by yourself is a complex task and you need to consider numerous things for arrangement. But if you book a tour package just you have to pack your things and get ready for vacation. The tour package provides you complete facilities such as accommodation, hotel, itinerary plans and so many. Therefore you no need to worry about anything.
Where to get a tour package?
If you have decided to visit Kerala then book a suitable tour package with a reliable tour agency. The travel experts will take care of your each and every requirement once you book a tour package. The reliable tour agency helps you explore your desired destination and provide you a unique experience. They provide tour packages for many places such as Himachal, Kerala, Goa, Manali, Kashmir and so many. Therefore you can pick one based on your needs and requirements. Moreover, they provide tour packages from any places such as Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata, Jaipur and much more. All tour packages are accessible only at a reasonable price.
The tour packages are specially designed for families, couples, honeymooners, individuals and adventure lovers. You can get everything in the tour package such as accommodation, food, adventure activities and much more. The tour companies will do all tasks instead of you. Overall if you want to travel with you dear ones in a hassle-free manner then without any doubt book tour package.
When you plan a vacation by you, it is very complex to arrange a vacation. When you book with a travel package you will get complete arrangements. A reliable travel agency will take care of each & every aspect of your vacation trip from transportation, hotel to excursions. So travelers can enjoy a hassle-free trip. Travel agents will definitely meet all your needs and requirements.
Every one of us always wishes to fly in the air like a bird and want to discover the sky. With the help of Paragliding, we can fulfill our flying dream. So, it is no matter where you belong in India. You can choose your lovely place for Paragliding experience.
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